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with their genteel settings, upper class social milieu and amateur detectives of independent means, high education and high social standing. As Chandler said in 1950: "Hammett took murder out of the Venetian vase and dropped it into the alley … [he] … gave murder back to the kind of people that commit it for reasons, not just to provide a corpse" (Chandler, 1950, online) . In contrast to the privileged amateur detective of the Golden Age, the hard-boiled private eye is a professional who needs to work for a living; he is "a common man", who understands the language of the streets and speaks it himself. The setting is urban and threatening: the P.I. is both at the giving and the receiving end of physical violence, solving crime with "a pistol and his fists rather than through deductive reasoning or logic" (Scaggs, 2010, p. 29) . The disruption of the social fabric is typically due to organized crime and corruption, so any solution in the denouement is partial; there is no closure and no expectation of the return to order which the Golden Age puzzle promised.
The P.I. "is a man of honour" (Chandler, 1950, online) , an underdog himself, challenging the class system and fighting for justice by taking action, often on his own, and within his own moral universe which is not always in tune with what is legal (Scaggs, 2010, pp. 62-3) . He is an outsider, "a rueful loner" (Porter, 2009, p. 109) , socially marginalized and presented without family context or history (Scaggs, 2010, p. 59) . His isolation and solitary pursuits are evoked in this famous description of Marlowe from The Long Goodbye:
When I got home I mixed a stiff one and stood by the open window in the living room and sipped it and listened to the groundswell of traffic on Laurel Canyon Boulevard and looked at the glare of the big angry city hanging over the shoulder of the hills through which the boulevard had been cut. Far off the banshee wail of police or fire sirens rose and fell, never for very long completely silent. […] I didn't care. I finished the drink and went to bed. (Chandler, 1953, chapter 3 online) The first person narrative with its laconic, terse style evokes and represents the tough guy: extensive use of the American vernacular, hardball talking, wisecracking, cynicism, irony and wit are established tropes, as central to the genre as the flawed loner, distrustful of attachment, and a largely misogynistic conception of women as either victims or femme fatales.
The private eye is an extreme personification of masculinity, if we take the BSRI (Bem Sex Role Inventory) as an indication of widely held gender role perceptions. The BSRI is a list of 20 attributes that are considered socially desirable in men and in women.
1 The attributes for masculinity include leadership, aggression, ambition, assertion, athleticism, competition, dominance, independence, individualism, risk taking, self-reliance and self-sufficiency (BSRI online). If we compare these with the characteristics of the hard-boiled P.I., we have an almost perfect match: an excessive individualist, who is socially not well adjusted, asserts his independence to a disproportionate degree of autonomy and authority, and who prioritizes the rational over the emotional, isolation over cooperation or community and work over private or social commitments.
However, this extreme masculinity raises the question -and it is a question that has received considerable attention from feminist scholars (Klein 1988 , Reddy 1988 , Munt 1994 , Wilson 1995 , Walton and Jones, 1999 , Vanacker 2015 -as to what extent it is possible to create a feminist appropriation of a genre that is so imbricated with masculinist values and attributes. And it also raises the question as to how to construct a female investigator who is acceptable within genre conventions but is also not a caricature, "a Philip Marlowe in drag … but a woman who was like me and my friends" (Paretsky, 1994 , quoted in Kinsman, 2010 . In Indemnity Only (1982), Sarah Paretsky set out to create an explicitly feminist crime novel, consciously using the hard-boiled mode to create a female P.I. who could hold her own on the mean streets of (often night-time) Chicago. But as the Philip Marlowe in drag quotation shows, she was quite aware of the challenge the contrasting demands of genre and gender expectations posed. In a 1994 Miami Herald interview she continues that "What [she] really wanted was a woman who ... didn't pull her punches...
[who] didn't feel she had to make nice"
(quoted in Kinsman, 2010, p. 149) . In the following, I will analyse Paretsky's feminist hardboiled character construct V.I. Warshawski in relation to established tropes -how she differs, how she asserts her femininity, and how she occupies and enacts feminist politics within genre and gender conventions. It is an environment that a woman would be wary of negotiating on her own -a scene which sets up expectations of the woman as victim. V.I. driving away from the leisure environment of the lakeside park with its crowds of people, entering a down-town slum, getting out of her car to walk the night-time street marks this out as a no-go environment and a dangerous activity for a woman. As it turns out, V.I. inhabits these spaces, has made them her own: this is her street, her office, her professional (and personal) locus.
It is the position of the private eye as alienated outsider (Scaggs, 2010, p. 59) , the underdog challenging the norm, which provides the ideological springboard from which a constructive appropriation of an otherwise male-inscribed genre is possible. A central hardboiled trope is the extreme individualism of the hero P.I.; in feminist hard-boiled, it is marginality instead: the woman P.I.'s marginality is socially and institutionally entrenched and provides the moral driver for action. The fight for justice has become a form of political resistance; the female P.I. does not only challenge corruption and organized crime but patriarchal orthodoxy, "institutional and organised authority" (Tomc in Paradis, 2001, p. 91) in the public and the private sphere.
From this perspective, Paretsky's appropriation of the majority of genre characteristics is a contestation of genre and gender norms which shifts them into a much wider social arena. On the one hand, V.I.'s character construct maps quite neatly onto the majority of male attributes and male detective conventions. But Paretsky also consciously undermines these expectations. In contrast with the flawed loner character construct, V.I. is not isolated, overly self-sufficient, excessively individualistic, or self-destructive, but she is integrated into a community with carefully established intergenerational links. Her family history, indebtedness to her (dead) mother and father, her close relationship with the much older Lottie and a network of friends and colleagues establishes a web of connections across age, gender, ethnicity, the living and the dead, and the past and present, within which she is securely anchored and on which she relies for support when necessary.
Paretsky is also at pains to make V.I. a real woman, insistent that her "detective should be a woman like me and my friends" (2015) . V.I. is very interested in her appearance -clothes and make-up are described in detail; she is conscious of her visual impact and relentlessly agonises over food, going on a diet, the need to exercise. These stereotypically feminine concerns have generated critical responses, accusing Paretsky of producing a "fantasy of femininity" (Munt in Plain, 2013 , online) unlike Grafton's Lindsey Millhone who confidently maintains her distance from expectations of appropriate femininity (Plain, 2013, online) . But while there is perhaps an over-insistence on the obsessions of a "normal" woman in terms of appearance, when it comes to sexual confidence Paretsky manages to negotiate the move from flirtatiousness to assertive sexuality and independence more believably. V.I.'s affair with a rather condescending lawyer turns into an assured recognition that this is not a desirable relationship for her and the traditional scenario of the male rescuing the female victim is overturned when V.I. saves the lawyer: "Ralph, I'm coming over. Tell Yardley that when he walks in the door, as soon as he walks in, and maybe it will save your goddamn ass for a few minutes" (Paretsky, 1982, p. 256) . Although there are protestations of her disregard for domesticity (her office is untidy, she doesn't make her bed) and home-making, she values domestic culture (e.g. the rather irritating foregrounding of the Venetian goblets she has inherited from her mother and her condescending assessment of vulgar furnishings). She is highly educated, well-spoken and deploys her command of language and register to establish her superiority in situations where she is at a physical disadvantage. Although she is not averse to energetic fighting, often holding her own, she is also shown to be vulnerable and shows empathy to victims, especially disadvantaged women and children.
If we map V.I.'s character attributes onto the BSRI, we see that with the exception of individualism, masculinity and self-sufficiency, she demonstrates the socially desirable male attributes, which -as we have seen earlier -have also been established as core character markers for the male detective / P.I. The table shows how V.I.'s character construct very carefully conforms to the majority of hard-boiled tropes but also consciously challenges character markers that are stereotypically overdrawn both on the male and, in particular, the female side.
V.I. is a hard-boiled female P.I: she displays the majority of hard boiled characteristics but often they are inflected, inverted or criticised. For example, while there are many fight scenes in Indemnity Only where V.I. gives as good as she gets, conforming to the trope of the hard-boiled private investigator who can inflict physical trauma but is also able to endure it, graphic violence is given a female slant with gendered fears and threats: "Joe was hovering in the background, a lascivious look on his face. My stomach turned slightly." In this scene where V.I. is about to be overcome by three of the gangsters she has been fighting quite successfully, losing the fight acquires an additional dimension by the implicit rape threat which introduces a vulnerability unknown to the traditional P.I. and raises the issue of male-on-female violence as an ever-present risk. Later in this scene, V.I. uses disgust as a protective -and belittlingstrategy when she vomits copiously over the potential rapist's shirt and makes fun of him. But she is also concerned over her own appearance when she considers what effect the beating she is taking will have on her face -while she is being hit: "He hit me again. I was going to look like absolute hell tomorrow, I thought" (Paretsky, 1982, pp. 71-73) .
Let us now see how the feminist appropriation of the hard-boiled P.I. translates into the I noted any instances of explicit assertions of non-female character markers, i.e. where
Paretsky spells out broadly feminist politics or where Warshawski becomes a mouthpiece for feminist principles. These include explicit assertions of a professional identity and the need for a profession (rather than relying on beauty); descriptions which aim to establish that V.I. is not a homemaker; long fight scenes; and tough talk. I compared these character construct markers and tropes to how they were rendered in the German target text in order to identify any shifts in translation. Overall, the translation was very accurate and the divergences between source and target did not indicate any ideologically motivated reframing of the feminist detective figure. Because of the differences in languages, there are a number of changes across the novel where V.I. is presented to be more assertive in the German, less ironical or where the target text shows less concern with physicality. However, there were also noticeable patterns in swearing, register, sexist labelling, V.I.'s sexuality and her professional identity.
Swear words pose a perennial problem in translation, and there are various approaches on how to handle non-standard language, including omission, neutralization or standardization. In the novel, swearing by men and unsympathetic female characters is translated without any shifts. Warshawski explicitly comments on her dislike of cheap swearing although she also, on occasion, uses expletives. Nevertheless, this very limited swearing is toned down in translation:
her fairly inoffensive "Goddamn" becomes a rather immature 'dämlich' (silly) which jars with her otherwise tough-guy character construct and the careful assertion of her non-compliance with notions of femininity. This is also an instance where the target text clearly differs from the source text: all instances of "goddamn" are literally translated ('gottverdammt') when they found that the mid-century novels conformed to contemporary linguistic norms and gender expectations: in the translation, there was no slang usage or swearing by women unless they were prostitutes or villains; and roughly 50 years later, the translation of Girl with the dragon tattoo also toned down slang usage and use of swear words by Lisbet Salander (Epstein, 2011, n.d.) In Indemnity Only, swearing by men is often targeted at V.I., calling her a "broad", "bitch", "dame", "lady" or "wise ass". Where this derogatory labelling is clearly offensively meant, the translation provides equivalents, although the translation of "bitch" into the dictionary equivalent 'Hure' (whore) is a far more offensive insult since the word is used very rarely in this context in German. Where the labelling is sexist language use, the translation choices are context-sensitive, using different German renderings depending on whether "lady", for example, is used with a derogatory or supposedly complimentary intention. On the whole, the German renders these items with functional equivalents conveying a similar level of unthinking gender-labelling. But when the sexist attitude is further expressed through a belittling modifier such as "little", "young", or "gorgeous" -i.e. foregrounding immaturity or appearance as essential female descriptors, these subtle denigrations are shifted in the German translation. This very slight trend of increasing the feminist orientation in translation is also evident in the handling of sexuality. All instances in the source text where V.I. is sexualized by others through objectifying her to a greater or lesser degree are reduced in the German. Here are three examples: 1) We have already seen the example of sexist flirting which becomes an appreciation of abilities rather than appearance in the German, shifting "gorgeous" to "amazing". 2) In arranging a date, the lawyer in the German acknowledges V.I.'s reasoning "Sie haben mich überzeugt" (p. 29, 'you have convinced me') rather than the stereotype of the woman depending on the man to ask her out when he reassures her, in the English: "you've got a date" (p. 25).
3) The final example loses the sexual meaning of the English question "do you do this kind of thing often?" which V.I.'s date asks her after they have spent the night together.
She is standing in front of a mirror, inspecting the damage she has suffered from a violent fight with three gangsters the previous evening. The German literal translation only renders the directly situational meaning of V.I. looking at herself in the mirror and the broader contextual interpretation of "fighting" -i.e. "do you often look at yourself in the mirror?" and "do you often fight?". There is no suggestion of the implied meaning of "having sex on a first date" which the English conventional phrase suggests as a possible meaning. Given that it is her date -with whom she has just had sex on their first night out -who asks this, his "playful" comment raises questions about women's sexuality and gendered norms of behaviour. V.I., in this scene, confidently transgresses two norms of femininity: non-violence and non-sexuality, and this disregard for gender-normative behaviour is reinforced in the German translation by introducing lexical chains with sexual connotations in situations where V.I. reflects on her "Slip" is a naturalized loanword in German but it means 'underpants' -so the translator has shifted the aspect of not needing to comply with social decorum (no bare legs or sheer dress) to a very sexually assertive decision to go commando. However, even if this is the result of a false friend, the translator had to accept this rendering as congruent with the character construct of V.I. or otherwise would have made the decision to change the phrase (or research it). The choice of translating "pantyhose" with the (erotically more provocative) 'Strümpfe'
('stockings') further reinforces the sexual shift in the German.
As far as V.I.'s professional identity is concerned, the German translation calls this into question far more explicitly than the English. Challenges to her ability to do her job are often articulated implicitly or in masked form in English whereas the German foregrounds them more clearly. So for example, the decision of a client to hire her for an inquiry is expressed by him assuring her that he isn't querying her "honesty" but rather articulating his doubts whether she is up to the job:
[VI] Are you trying to find out whether I'm honest, rich, tough or what? You want some references, ask for them. ….
[Client] I'm not questioning your honesty … (p. 6)
The German articulates and explicitly names the underlying but unnamed challenge in the exchange between the client and V.I:
[ Similarly, the client is trying to slot V.I. into the belittling social dynamic of addressing her by her first name, rather than acknowledging her professionalism by using her title and last name. In the English, this is implied but never fully spelled out: the client does not actually ask what her first name is when he receives her card but leaves a pause for her to supply it. In the German, this request is spelled out. And although V.I. fends off the frequent challenges of her professional capability with assurance, at times in the German she is presented as more uncertain about her abilities than in the English. When she assures a prospective client that she is up to a job, she does so in quite combative language, while in German this is a much more prevaricating and uncertain assurance If there are difficulties, I'll find a way to cope with them -or I'll at least try.
But this uncertainty is balanced by the rather more formal register in German.
professionalism is further enhanced in the German. The disadvantage of this register shift is that it affects quite a number of passages which are informal and use street language in the English. This results in a loss of stylistic tropes -less tough talk, less street language, less informality. The higher register is also -at times -inappropriate for the situation described. I again *betook myself to the other side of the desk and seated myself on the surface, the face facing him; I grabbed him with a jerk by his collar und yanked his head up so that I could look him in the eyes.
V.I. is acting out the tough guy investigator, physically manhandling a reluctant informant but the German scene is less believable because of the incompatibility between the formal, literary language and the highly informal, and to some extent inappropriate, situation and action.
Conclusion
With V.I. Warshawski, Sara Paretsky has created a female P.I. who negotiates the demands of hard-boiled, highly masculinized, character tropes while articulating a feminine and feminist vision and ideological stance. The novel and the character satisfy generic expectations and successfully re-vision them through interrogating, subverting and challenging gender clichés and genre tropes. Examples for such an inflection, inversion or critique of hardboiled characteristics is the female slant given to formulaic hard-boiled violence with gendered fears (how the beating will affect how V.I. looks) and threats (implicit rape) or when a woman is the saviour of the man in a dangerous situation. On the whole, the translation renders these carefully, although there are some slight but noticeable shifts. These concern the genderspecific toning down of swearing, the higher formality in the language used for narrative description or by the characters, the shift from implicit questioning of V.I.'s investigative and professional suitability on the grounds of gender to explicit articulation of these challenges linked to less assertive reassurance by V.I., and the downgrading of "friendly" sexist language use and restrictive conceptions of female sexuality by widening and foregrounding V.I. as a sexualized being through sexualized language in various contexts of everyday life. These shifts do not form a coherent pattern in how they impact on the contestation of gender and genre conventions or the "constructive appropriation" of the hard-boiled genre (Paradis 2001:98) .
While a lack of hard swearing by V.I. and her less combative assertion of her investigative competence shift her towards a more conventional image of femininity and matches the BSRI female socially desirable traits of soft-spokenness and avoidance of harsh language, this is balanced by her increased professional persona through a raised register and the positive affirmation of V.I. as a sexual being. Thus, while V.I.'s character construct overall remains a convincing appropriation, the higher register in narrative description impacts on hard-boiled tropes in its loss of street language, informality and wise-cracking, and generates at times incongruities between the narrative situation and narrative language of description, breaking through "the fourth wall" of the text world and losing reader belief. 
